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Queries re Vigne interviews. 

1.2 What else did Pat Duncan do apart from editing Contact.? 

1.2 Get RV to elaborate on the things that were being whispered about resistance in the early 
1960s. Also, get him to elaborate on the so-called Swaziland affair which he calls extraordinary. 

1.2 and 1.3 There is a section missing here on the first meeting. Tape was interrupted and RV 
mentions that Eddie had been to someone that RV apparently did not want to mention by name. 

1.10 RV says that one point is that the Liberal Party's commitment to nonviolence somehow gave 
the arms people "more time" to get out of the party. Not clear. 

1.13 At the bottom of the page there is a confused story about someone who had been 
interrogated by the Special Branch and showed photographs of the building in which the ARM 
executive had been holding a meeting -- at which the possible expulsion of Eddie had been 
discussed. Who was that person? This could be an interesting/important point. 

1.17 At the end of the page there is unclear section about Leftwich "going to see how people 
there". Get RV to clarify this. 

1.19 Who hid RV in Cape Town? 

1.21 Who was the "other guy" referred to in to the middle paragraph of this page.? 

1.21 Is it to the now possible to know that name of the woman who helped RV escape? 

2.1 Who Was the "Black" member who told rather casually about the ARM on a different 
mission? 

2.2 At the top of the page there is a reference to two Africans inside and one outside the group. 
Get a clarification from RV is possible on this. [Check this with the trial documents again - can't 
recall reading of any Africans traveling for the ARM]. Further down on that page there is a 
reference to a fourth person who is not Yousef Omar. This is very confusing needs clarification. 

2.3 The middle paragraph is rather confuse especially as there is something unstated about the 
attitude of the ARM towards the PAC. It seems to suggest that the ARM had a lean towards PAC 
i.e. if PAC/Poqo developed some kind of decent leadership. This seems strange given the 
violence against people that PAC/Poqo had been carrying out 

2.3 There is an interesting but unclear, and by RV our discussions that the cells had about 
broader issues. Ask him to elaborate. 

2.4 There is a potentially interesting comment by RV on the African freedom movement at the 
very top of the page - get an elaboration 

2.5 It would be the interesting to get more from RV about the work in the Transkei and how it 
can't it was to get possible members for the ARM. Did anything develope the from this? 

2.5 It's important to get RV to clarify the last paragraph on the role of Pat Duncan. Ask also who 
was the non ARM member who went with RV to meet Pat and why would they have taken a non 
ARM member? 

2.6 In the little of the page RV in the first to something significant that happened in West 
Pondoland in April/May 1960 -- - doublecheck this. 



2.9 Who was the member or affiliate of the ARM reuse to send 25 pounds a month.? Also who 
was the person in the north of England who provided money from time to time 

2. 9 Towards the end of that page there is a jumbled section referring to someone running around 
collecting letters etc. See if RV can recollect what this was all about. 

2.9 RV says that the bottom of the page that he found a detailed account of what Mike Schneider 
had told him about the final collapse I presume. This could be very important. 

2.13 Is there some way of finding out more about the Cox affair. Perhaps public records at Kew 
might have a note on this. 

2.13 Check who might have been the African who identified Cox. The trial records might help 
here. 

[Check if I tried Cox at the justice archives in Pretoria). 

2.14 RV mentions that Cox may have had one or two other members of his initial organization?? 
In addition to Yousef -- try to trace this further. See especially to 2.15 at the top which suggests 
that the African who identified him might have been one such person. Ask RV to try and 
complete that unclear section of the tape. RV goes on to suggest that one of these people may 
have been Livingston M. but this must be an error since Livingston M. never worked in 
Johannesburg. 


